Mediasite is the Texas Tech IT-supported video content delivery, recording studio solution. Do you know how to use it? Take the tutorial course to help you get started.

THE LEARN MEDIASITE U COURSE:
“At many colleges and universities, the Blackboard LMS is the main online hub that students, instructors and faculty use to create and manage their course material. Now that video is heavily used in many classrooms as well as in flipped or microlearning scenarios, the integration of the Mediasite Video Platform and the Blackboard LMS have become a critical piece for many universities” (Learn Mediasite U website, November 2020, Retrieved from https://learn.mediasite.com/course/using-mediasite-with-blackboard/).

The 90-minute course features bite-size learning for instructors who want to use Mediasite with our current version of Blackboard. (Click the image to launch the course website.)